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Having used all three of these books during my clinical clerkship in internal medi-
cine, I found that, for this medical student, at least, Practical Guide to the Care ofthe
Medical Patient was the most useful of the three books reviewed here and it is the one I
would mostrecommend. Infact, forthose who learnedthematerial ofthepreclinical years
of medical school relatively well, I would be willing to bet that one could be a very suc-
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IMAGING ATLAS OF HUMAN ANATOMY, Version 2. CD-ROM for Microsoft
Windows and Macintosh. By Jamie Weir and Peter H. Abrahams. Saint Louis, Mosby,
1997. $69.95.
The Imaging Atlas ofHuman Anatomy is a compendium of normal human anatomy
on CD-ROM. Its images are categorized into regions ofthe body (head and neck, thorax,
etc.) and include a selection of plain film, CT, MRI and ultrasound modalities. There is
also a collection of specialized studies such as mammography, barium enemas and
angiograms. The majority of the images are still pictures with very few videos are avail-
able.
Installation on a computerrunning MicrosoftWindows 95 was trouble-free, although
oddly enough the program does not appear in the task bar. The publishers recommend a
Pentium class computer with at screen resolution of at least 800 x 600 pixels in 16-bit
color as well as a 4x CD-ROM. A soundcard is also suggested, but in reality not neces-
sary since there are no sounds other than beeps. The instructions stated that there were
some incompatibilities under Windows NT 3.51, although this limitation may have
already been corrected. For Macintosh users, the recommended configuration is a Power
Macintosh with at least System 7.0 running at 800 x 600 resolution in 1000s ofcolors.
You navigate around the program by first selecting aregion ofthe body (e.g., thorax).
A listing of images appears under subheadings, such as heart or lungs. Clicking on an
image reveals a thumbnail picture and a representation of the corresponding image slice
rendered on a three-dimensional figure of a body. After selecting the images you want to
see, the program allows you to view the pictures at full size in a larger window. You are
able to group images together, and can save sets of images for later viewing.
Each image is labeled by markers, and a list ofall labeled structures are displayed in
a side window. The labels can be turned off to obtain an unobstructed view ofthe image.
Selecting a label will cause a marker to appear in the appropriate position on the image.
The converse is not true, that is, clicking on apart ofthe image does not link to the appro-
priate label. A rudimentary self-test can be activated for each image, with the goal to
selecting the label that correctly agrees with a randomly selected marker. You can also
search the images by label keyword, which will bring up every appropriate image.
Unfortunately, thumbnail images are not available for searched images, and you must
select which image to view on the basis ofthe image title.
The best computer-based learning tools tailor themselves to the new medium. This
includes the use ofmultimedia: video, sound and image manipulation. The ImagingAtlas
lacks these properties. There is nothing dynamic about The Imaging Atlas that takes414 Book Reviews
advantage ofthe unique capabilities ofthe computer to teach. The self-test segment ofthe
program is simply a memory game, which does not focus on clinically relevant anatomy
or provide a framework on how to think radiologically. In summary, while The Imaging
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STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS, Second Edition. By Merran Evans, Nicholas
Hastings and Brian Peacock. NewYork, John Wiley and Sons, 1993. 170 pp. $47.95.
A firm grasp ofstatistical distributions ofrandom variables provides acornerstone for
thinking about statistical inference and for understanding how statistics works. Statistical
Distributions is abriefreference tothirty-nine ofthe majorstatistical distributions, includ-
ing the some ofthe most common distributions used in the scientific literature (such as the
binomial, normal, chi-squared, t and F) as well as ones that are seen less often (Dirichlet,
Rayleigh and von Mises).
Each chapter is devoted to describing one particular distribution. Typical information
provided in each chapter includes the distribution parameters, distribution function, prob-
ability function and moment generating function. The mean and variance ofeach distrib-
ution (and up to the first four moments) are usually presented. Line graphs ofprobability
functions are also included for most distributions.
There is an valuable section in each chapter called "variate relationships," which
describes how a particular distribution is related to others. For example, under the normal
distribution, this section describes what conditions are necessary for the chi-squared,
Poisson, Student's t and gamma distributions to approach the normal. Another example is
a description of how the chi-squared distribution is related to the gamma. There is noth-
ing new in the material presented here, as these statistical "pearls" can be found in stan-
dard statistical textbooks, but the added-value ofthis book is how this information is col-
lected in one place and simply stated.
Overall, Statistical Distributions is exactly what its title states, a reference for the sta-
tistically inclined. It is a convenient resource for students learning graduate-level proba-
bility and statistics, or the research professional who needs a source for a quick refresher.
The only detraction ofthe book is its relatively high cost, especially for apaperback; how-
ever, the expense of the book may be well worth it considering the aggravation it saves
from seeking esoteric information from multiple textbooks.
Jersey Chen
Medical Student
Yale University School ofMedicine
PEOPLE ARE NOT THE SAME: LEPROSY AND IDENTITY IN TWENTIETH-
CENTURY MALI. By Eric Silla. Oxford, James Currey, 1998. 220 pp. $60.00.
The book is a compelling documentary about the state ofthose afflicted by leprosy in
the EastAfrica nation ofMali during this century. The author, Eric Silla, traveled to Mali
to research this book between 1992 to 1993 and interviewed nearly 200 former leprosy
patients and health care workers. Most of those interviewed lived in the largest and most
visible patient community located in the Dijkoroni quarter of Bamako, Mali. Leprosy or